
White;
96 large melons

192 large corners

Yellow;
36 large arcs

29 large squares

Green;
36 large arcs

27 large squares

Grey;
32 large arcs

35 large squares

Light pink;
39 large arcs

39 large squares

Black:
12 large arcs

29 large squares

Finished size -48” x  72”  

You will need 
• Half metre of following fabrics:                                       

Black, Yellow, Green, Grey, Light Pink, Dark Pink

• White (background)                                                                                  
3 metre

• Backing                                                                                     
4 Metre

• Wadding                                                                                
52” x 74” 

• Gemini™ Build-A-Block Double Wedding Ring Die set

• Gemini™ die-cutting machine

• Sewing machine

• Co-ordinating thread

• Basic sewing kit 

Double Wedding
Ring Multi-Colour            
Quilt

1   Assemble each block as per the instructions in the block pattern guide booklet. You are
     making a total of 24 blocks. Mix up the colours in each quarter block to make the multi
     coloured rainbow effect.

2   On a clean floor lay out the blocks in 6 rows of 4, take a step back and make sure you have a
     nice even spread of colours and nothing that is too clumped together.
     Once you are happy with the layout, sew the rows together. Press the seams in each row in
     alternating directions so they will nest together. Sew the rows to each other and press well
    all over.

3   Prepare the backing fabric by cutting the length of fabric into 2 equal pieces and sewing
     along the full length with a ½” seam.

4   Make a quilt sandwich using the backing fabric, laid wrong side up on a smooth clean 
     surface. Carefully the wadding on top of the backing fabric and carefully place the 
     patchwork quilt top on the top of the wadding. Centre so that there is an equal amount of
     wadding and backing fabric all the way round. Smooth out any wrinkles from the centre out
    and baste well either using pins or Crafter’s Companion Stick and Spray Adhesive for Fabric.

5   Quilt as desired. For simple quilting follow the seam lines in the blocks. Once quilted trim off
     the excess wadding and backing.

6   From the remaining scraps cut strips 2” wide and sew together, end to end, until you have a
     length of 250”. Fold this in half, along the length, wrong sides together and press along the
     fold.

7   Use this to bind the quilt.

Cutting preparation 
Cut the following pieces using the large dies (for a 12” block):

Dark pink;
37 large arcs

33 large squares

Top Tip!   

 Don’t plan or think too hard 

about the colours! Just grab 

and sew the quarter blocks 

and assemble into 24 full 

blocks.

ALL-IN-ONE PATCHWORK SYSTEM

TM




